This work simulates and analyzes the behavior and performance of a light aircraft in steady level flight subjected to gust wind. A home-made code is developed using MATLAB to simulate the aircraft behavior using the nonlinear 6-DOF and the aerodynamics and engine model were utilized in this code. The gust model used in this analysis is sine-wave shaped gust.
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric turbulence is air movement on a small scale. It is caused by the instabilities of pressure and temperature distributions in clouds, near the ground, and in the wind-shear regions of the jet stream [1] . The mechanism of turbulence is such a varied and complicated process that statistics offer only manageable method to handle gust design problem.
Early models characterized turbulence as a discrete gust and the "sharp edge gust" was of this type. Then, this model modified into Power Spectral Density method PSD. In this method, the gusts were regarded as random fluctuations in a continuous random process. The PSD was essentially a decomposition of the energy of the random process with respect to frequency or wave length . This method will be applied in this paper [1] .
Consequently, The Federal Aviation Administration has supported the development of the Statistical Discrete Gust (SDG) Method, for use as an alternative procedure of estimating severe gust and turbulence loads, The SDG method has been identified as a possible method, which can handle both discrete gust events and relatively continuous turbulence, and which moreover can be used to evaluate highly nonlinear systems [2] .
Simulation of flight vehicle trajectories and its behavior is renewed interest due the current development of UAV's and advanced air vehicles. The first known flight simulation device was to help pilots fly the Antoinette monoplane [3] .
Aircraft response to atmospheric gust was studied by Sharma and Gosh [1] . They presented a robust technique to design the flight controllers for the aircraft to fly under turbulent atmosphere as well as to perform maneuvers incorporating the whole highly nonlinear dynamics of the aircraft system. Another study done by Hahn Schwarz [2] where analyzed gust effects on passenger comfort and the safety of aircraft.
In the present work, nonlinear equations of motion was utilized to simulate the gust effect on the aircraft. The aerodynamics model was investigated using CFD techniques to evaluate all longitudinal and lateral static stability. Regarding dynamic derivatives coefficients, DATCOM method has been applied. Moreover, the engine model assumes that engine power linearly decreases with altitude increment.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE AIRCRAFT
A light aircraft were constructed with following specification presented in Table 1 .
Table1. Aircraft Specifications. 
Aircraft Specifications Units

Aerodynamics Model
A simulation of the flow field around this light aircraft using numerical solution of the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations coupled with K-ω turbulent model has been used in order to calculate the steady state aerodynamics coefficients.
Furthermore, a calculation to the aircraft aerodynamics behavior was done for different angles of attack and side slip angles. A calculation for x, y and z forces and moments were done at flight speed of 50m/s and sea level conditions .A plotted for lift and drag curves for different angles of attack were done. The maximum lift coefficient at an angle of attack of 17 º for this light aircraft was 1.67. Maximum lift to drag ratio (L/D) occurs at α=2 º was 13 as shown in Fig. 6 , and the zero lift drag coefficient was 0.0342. DATCOM method had been applied to calculate the dynamic stability derivatives and control surface derivatives. Figure 1 shows the mesh elements around this light aircraft body, a fine mesh is focused near a/c surface to smooth surfaces as well as considering the boundary layer effect, the interval size of the element is almost 2.5 (mm), which is created using CFD preprocessor software GAMBIT.
Mesh creation
Unstructured grid with triangles and tetrahedral in the surface and volume meshes, approximately 4 million cells is created in the computational domain of the aircraft.
The mesh was created on the faces and surfaces of the domain in GAMBIT, and in order to construct the 3-D volume element, this surface mesh file is exported to TGRID software to construct tetrahedral element type mesh that will be exported to solver in FLUENT. 
Specifying boundary conditions
Computational domain is shown in Fig. 2 with specified boundaries. The domain is created big enough to set farfield values of velocity and pressure. Farfield boundary conditions require the lower effect of wing downwash and wake behind wing and a/c, the domain dimensions are 6 times the wing span in the radial direction and 11 times the wing span behind the a/c . Figure 2 also illustrates the boundary conditions specified to the computational domain; the outlet boundaries define the outlet as zero variable gradient, except fixed value of pressure. The inlet and outlet flow field variables (pressure, density, viscosity and temperature) tabulated in Table 2 .
A/C surfaces split into different segment or parts named by a/c surfaces parts i.e wing, Body, Vertical Tail and Horizontal Tail. wall boundary condition specified to the 
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A/C surfaces, the Non-slip wall is applied on a/c surfaces (zero velocity relative to the wall; wall stress computed by viscous-stress or wall-function expressions).
The operating condition and farfield velocity are defined according to Table 2 , the incompressible solution coupled with K-omega SST turbulent model is selected to solve the current analysis. Several angle of attack and side slip angles are solved.
The output from this analysis is lift, drag, side forces and pitching moments , yawing moments , and rolling moments coefficients variations with angles of attack and side slip angles only.
For estimating dynamics derivatives DATCOM method is used, the aircraft model and dimensions are specified in the DATCOM files and the results are acquired and sorted out. The DATCOM software main features are the low computing time comparing with CFD simulations, and wind tunnel results. The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are calculated based on the following equations [6, 7 ] :
A look up table is constructed and then interpolated at given flight data to give an accurate value of the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the aircraft at each time step.
Propulsive Model
The engine represented by a simple model that the power is assumed constant and the thrust is calculated as function of relative wind speed. The throttle position is set to 0.5, that the cruise setting of the throttle.
Atmospheric Turbulence
The pure pitching (plunging) gust model will be applied on the nonlinear equations of motion. The analysis of this motion is described in Refs. [5, 6, 7] . In the following, the vertical velocity of the gust is described as a sin-wave harmonic motion and represented by:
Nonlinear Equations of Motion
The motions of an aircraft are affected by external forces and moments resulting from flight through the atmosphere and engine thrust, acting on the airplane [6] . The airplane motions are calculated using the equations of motion as derived from Newton's laws. By adding all forces acting on all parts of the aircraft as well as the moments due to these forces about the centre of gravity of the aircraft, the resulting SM Proceedings of the 16 th Int. AMME Conference, 27-29 May, 2014 general earth-flat equations of motion of an aircraft at the fixed coordinate system [7] : 
This set of ordinary differential equations are solved using Runge-Kutta method. A home-made MATLAB based code is generated to solve these equations simultaneously.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of the present work divided in to.
• Aerodynamics analysis results.
• Nonlinear flight simulation results.
Aerodynamics Analysis Results
CFD analysis has been conducted in order to investigate nonlinear aerodynamics flow field variables mainly stall progress. More details can be found in ref [8] that summarizes and gives details on the present analysis.
The static (forces and moments variations with respect to angle of attack and side slip angles), these derivatives or coefficients were calculated using CFD, the dynamics derivatives were determined via Digital DATCOM methods specified previously. The drag polar curve is plotted in Fig. 4 , this figure is also obtained using CFD analysis. The zero lift drag coefficient is equal 0.0374. Usually CFD solution predicted higher drag due to the assumption of fully turbulent flow. Figure 5 illustrates the known m C -α relationship. This figure reveals that this aircraft is statically stable since that the slope is negative. Regarding the dynamic derivatives were calculated based on DATCOM method specified in ref [9, 10, 11] . The aircraft input file in DATCOM defines the flight conditions (speed, altitude, and angle of attack), aircraft geometry and units. The output file illustrate the forces and moments coefficients and derivatives variations with α, β, p, q, r. also the control surfaces effectiveness are calculated. A summary of the output results from DATCOM is shown in Table 3 . 
Nonlinear Flight Simulation Results
This section will summarize all the flight variables that are gathered from this analysis. The trim data were as follow: control surface deflections=0, no flap deflected and the cruise condition of throttle position is set to 0.5. At the beginning, the effect of the vertical gust on the flight angle of attack, this shown clearly in Fig. 7 . But after 50 sec this effect is eliminated and damped well. Figure 9 shows the nondimensional rate of roll, pitch and yaw p, q, and r respectively. This figure reveals that q is damped in about t 100 sec. the increment in the pitch rate is due to the incremental pitch angle of the airplane, now we can say that the aircraft is damped and dynamically stable. In Fig. 10 , it is obviously that the aircraft raise it's height by 1000 (m) in 6 minutes.
The introduced results indicate that the aircraft has an ability to damp the vertical gust oscillatory motion. But the height of the aircraft will be increased due to the presence of vertical gust velocity,
CONCLUSION
This paper analyzed a light aircraft subjected to a vertical gust, the simple harmonic gust model is integrated with the nonlinear equation of motion. The aerodynamics forces and moments coefficient are estimated using state of the art CFD, also digital DATCOM software is used in order to estimate dynamics derivatives of the airplane and control effectiveness.
The results obtained from this simulation shows the vertical gust will cause an increment in the angle of attack and the pitch rate (q), also the altitude will be affected, this simulation do not consider any deflection in the control surfaces, so a trim function need to generated in the next simulation, to optimize the control surfaces deflection with respect to speed and angle of attack, also the throttle position hold fixed during this simulation, a more accurate propulsion model is need to be constructed.
A recommended work to be handled experimentally to validate the obtained aerodynamics forces and moments coefficients and derivatives from CFD and DATCOM. Also we recommend analyzing the short period and long period oscillations as well as Dutch roll.
